A120 Braintree to
A12 scheme
Introduction
The A120 is the only single carriageway
road in the UK with a major international
airport at one end and a major international
seaport at the other. The section between
Braintree and the A12 is woefully inadequate
for a road of such strategic importance for residents
and businesses both in Essex and across the country.
The scheme, led by Essex County Council, is following Highways England’s process and received
a green rating at its latest review in November 2018. This is the best rating possible at review.
Essex County Council’s favoured route - Option D - which was identified as the best
performing option during the route selection study, has been recommended to Highways
England and Government for inclusion in the Road Investment Strategy (RIS) 2.

Option D at a glance1
Benefit to Cost Ratio2

Improved safety

4.5 – meaning that every £1
million spent, delivers £4.5
million worth of benefits

470 fewer accidents valued
at £25 million

Reduced traffic through
local villages for example,

Costed journey time
savings
£1.2 billion

59% less traffic through Silver End,
44% less through Cressing
and 43% less through Bradwell

Jobs unlocked

Housing unlocked

up to 20,000

up to 32,500 houses

Wider economic impacts
(productivity)

Council tax receipts
£48.7 million

£280 million

Construction time
3 years

Freight

£350 million in benefits
to freight traffic

Construction jobs
500

Improvements in

journey time reliability
valued at £48 million

1
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Assuming A12 update is in place
Adjusted BCR from Stage 2 Scheme Assessment Report

£

£2.2 billion

in gross value added to the local
economy through new jobs,
business and housing

Outline Business Case Summary
The Outline Business Case assesses the scheme within five areas in line with the Department
for Transport’s Five Cases business case model: Strategic fit; economic; managerial; financial;
and commercial.

Strategic Fit
The section of the A120 between Braintree and
the A12 is stifling economic growth. Unreliable journey
times, congestion-related delays and
safety issues affect tens of millions of journeys
every year. These existing issues will only worsen over
time if left unaddressed as the demand for
travel on the A120 corridor grows.
The scheme is likely to have a positive impact on
the RIS Performance Specification key performance
indicators set out by Highways England. These include
making the network safer, supporting
the smooth flow of traffic and encouraging
economic growth.

Economic
A wide range of criteria is assessed in the
economic case, encompassing everything from
economic growth and value for money to carbon
emissions and the environment.

3 million person hours saved in
opening year through reduced delays

The scheme has a value for money rating of ‘very high’ with a Benefit Cost Ratio of 4.51
meaning for every £1 million spent on upgrading the A120; residents, road users and
businesses will see £4.51 million in benefits.
In its opening year the road is expected to save drivers around 3 million person hours through
reduced delays, rising to 328 million person hours over a 60 year period.
From an environmental perspective, the scheme has no significant adverse effects that cannot
be mitigated and there is a net improvement of local air quality.

Managerial
Public acceptability and the complexity of construction of the route are key considerations
within this case.
Nearly 3,000 residents, road users, businesses and other interested parties responded to our
consultation with more than four out of five respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing that the
A120 needs to be completely upgraded to a dual carriageway.
A separate study by independent transport watchdog, Transport Focus, revealed key themes
of underlying complaints from road users which our new scheme tackles including: stressful
and difficult journeys; congestion and safety.
Following detailed study work, we have concluded that the current favoured route, Route D, is
the easiest to construct and has the lowest risk in terms of deliverability of the scheme.

Financial
The scheme costs £475 million and has the lowest cost risk of all the options because the
design is such that it avoids areas where unexpected costs could arise.

Commercial
Funding is currently being sought from the DfT and Highways England through the RIS2
funding programme (2020-2025). The expectation, therefore, is that the scheme will be
delivered through Highways England procurement with its suppliers.

Engagement summary
The A120 Braintree to A12 scheme is a hugely popular project, viewed by many as
long overdue.
A petition from more than 500 businesses calling for
Government to back investment into an upgraded A120
was presented to the then Roads Minister John Hayes
in January 2017 by Haven Gateway Chairman,
George Kieffer.
The petition was presented at a parliamentary
reception overlooking the Thames. Key backers
include London Stansted Airport, Hutchison
Ports and Penguin Random House.
Following the County Council’s announcement
on a favoured route in June 2018, MPs
representing constituents in and around the study
area attended a debate in Westminster Hall, initiated
by James Cleverly MP.

In July 2018, business leaders and
politicians once again gathered in the
Terrace Pavilion to show their support for
the A120 Braintree to A12 scheme following
the announcement of a favoured route.
We have held forums at each stage of
the project to date to ensure that the
widest range of communities, political
representatives, businesses and interest
groups can be informed about and
engaged with the scheme.
The forums have been incredibly useful for us to listen to local views and share information
about the technical work.
In addition to forums, a non-statutory consultation held between January and March
2017 gave people the opportunity to comment on the options put forward. Eleven events
were held at locations across the study area, six of which were joint events with the A12
Chelmsford to Marks Tey widening consultation that was being run concurrently.
In total, 3,143 people attended the 11 events and 2,795
responses were received to the consultation. Four out
of five respondents agreed that the A120 needs to be
completely upgraded to a dual carriageway between
Braintree and the A12 in order to meet the current and
future demand.
Alongside the consultation, Essex County Council, Suffolk
County Council and Highways England undertook a study
with Transport Focus to engage with road users about their
experiences of the route and uncover the improvements
they would like to see.

4 out of 5 respondents
either agreed or strongly
agreed that there is a
need to upgrade the A120
to a dual carriageway

The results from the consultation and Transport Focus study were incorporated into
the Decision Framework to work out the public acceptability of the options. Public
acceptability was one of the criteria considered in the favoured route decision.
Essex County Council announced option D as its favoured route at an event near the
existing A120 in June 2018. Representatives from local businesses, environmental interest
groups, campaign groups, community groups such as Parish Councils, and members of
local authorities attended.
A digital flythrough video showing how the route could look was released on the same day
and has now been viewed 10,000 times on YouTube.
We have also held meetings with landowners who would be impacted by the route
if it were to be progressed by Highways England and we have carried out ongoing
engagement with interested parties throughout the project’s lifecycle via the email address
A120Study@jacobs.com.

What Businesses Think
The A120 is the only single carriageway road in the UK with a major international airport at one
end and a major international seaport at the other. The section between Braintree and the A12
is woefully inadequate for a road of such strategic importance for residents and businesses
both in Essex and across the country.
In August, a survey created by Essex Chamber of Commerce was sent to local businesses and
business parks along the current A120. This focussed on Essex County Council’s proposal for
a dual carriageway upgrade of the road.
Furthermore...
7 out of 10 respondents feel that the
scheme will benefit their business.
8 in every 10 argue that it will improve
safety in addition to making journey times
more reliable and faster.

Of the 89 responses, the majority feel:
• the upgrade is urgently needed
• the scheme will be used by both
staff and customers; and
• its objective of promoting jobs is
important.

1

The A120 upgrade scheme is
urgently needed

2

My staff and customers would
use the road

3

The scheme objective to
unlock jobs and promote jobs
is important

2%

3%
25%

26%

1%

5

I support the scheme’s objective
of faster and more reliable
journey times

6

I support the scheme’s objective
to improve safety

72%

65%

83%

The new dual carriageway would
benefit my business

3

2

1

4

Additional comments
from businesses
included :

9%

15%

1%

12%

1%

13%

15%

19%

5

4
68%

86%

6
84%

Strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Unsure

This road is in urgent need of upgrading as it offers alternative routes for our
business to get to the Midlands and other areas and relieves the already congested
A12 and A14 routes we currently have to use which increases actual miles travelled
and time take to get there. We totally support this upgrade to the A120

Essex is poorly served by trunk roads generally, and this part of Essex has long been a very difficult
area to reach. Improvements in links between Stansted Airport / the M11 and the rest of Essex would
have far reaching benefits throughout the county. The importance of this road extension cannot be
underestimated; it is clear that much research has been done into identifying a suitable route for the A120
/ A12 link and priority should now be given to this project to receive the appropriate funding
As an employer of 200 people in the city of Chelmsford we rely heavily on staff that
must use the current roads that are greatly over capacity and cause regular delays,
we also operate a fleet of 23 vehicles which regularly traverse these roads and are
held up resulting in delays to our customers and costs to the business

Time to stop
cogitating and
get on with it

What users think of the A120
The independent watchdog for transport users Transport Focus surveyed drivers using the
A120, asking about their experiences and desired improvements.
The organisation held focus groups and carried out in-depth interviews with users of the A120.
It also questioned the following motorists; commuters, leisure, professional, business and HGV.
This included 2,138 car and van drivers, 29 motorcyclists and 283 HGV drivers.
The work concluded that users of the A120 between Braintree and the A12 at Marks Tey believe
that improvements are essential and need to be made quickly.
They reported often feeling frustrated, stressed and sometimes unsafe – largely down to this
stretch of the A120 being single carriageway, but also because of congestion and the condition
of the road surface.
Many users contrasted the stretch of the A120 between Braintree and Marks Tey with the dual
carriageway section west of Braintree, which is more to the standard they expect of a trunk
road of such importance.
The research also provided strong evidence that road users support the dualling of the A120
with general support for the building of a new dual carriageway (rather than attempting to
upgrade the existing road) to reduce congestion, delays and the resulting frustration.
Key findings from Transport Focus:
• Most drivers see the A120 as a key component of the local infrastructure
• For many, it is unavoidable for accessing regional airports, ports and key
population centres
• Most drivers find using it difficult, stressful and at times dangerous
• There is felt to be far too much congestion on the road
• Journeys are routinely slow and unpredictable
• The single carriageway is insufficient for the volume of traffic
• The road is seen as suffering from poor road layout and visibility with dangerous
junctions and roundabouts
• It compares poorly with other ‘A’ roads, being deficient in a number of key
characteristics, but most crucially in the fact that it is not a dual carriageway
• The creation of a new road with a dual carriageway is regarded as the most effective
solution by all driver groups.
Transport Focus also found there is much dissatisfaction with the A120:
• 39% are dissatisfied with the road, particularly journey times
• Commuter/Business users are the most dissatisfied drivers
• The A120 is seen as worse than other A roads by 69% of users
• 70% are dissatisfied with the road being single carriageway
• 60% are dissatisfied with traffic jams
• 57% are dissatisfied with the condition of the road surface
• 38% of drivers feel frustrated on the A120
• Just under a fifth feel stressed (18%) with this number rising to just under a quarter
(22%) during morning rush hour
• 28% of drivers feel fairly or very unsafe on the A120

Favoured route
Option D runs from Galleys Corner on the edge of Braintree to join the A12 at Junction 23 just
south of Kelvedon.
It was one of five route options that went to public consultation in 2017.
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Funding and next steps
We are currently awaiting news of whether we have
been successful in our bid for Road Investment
Strategy 2 (2020-2025) funding. This is due to
be announced by Highways England and the
Department for Transport in late 2019.
This funding is not guaranteed. If we do not receive
funding through RIS 2, it is likely we would seek
alternate funding pots including a possible funding bid
in RIS 3 (2025-2030).
Private Finance Initiatives have now been ruled out by
the Government. A Housing Infrastructure Fund (HIF)
submission was submitted in relation to this
scheme but it was not successful.
If the scheme is included in RIS 2, the next stage
would be for Highways England to make a Preferred
Route Announcement in conjunction with the
Department for Transport. Construction could start as
soon as 2023.

Possible Timeframes
Earliest date of preferred
route announcement
September 2020
Earliest date for a
statutory consultation
April 2021
Earliest period for submission
of development consent order
2021-2022
Earliest year construction
could begin
2023
Earliest year road open for use
2026

A120 – National Policy Drivers
Air Quality
The work on the A120 has highlighted two significant Air Quality
exceedances at Bradwell and Marks Tey. These communities
will experience significant improvements in Air Quality as the
new route D will bypass them completely.
Climate Change
Whilst there is expected to be far less vehicle emissions in the
future, with the move to electric vehicles, there will nevertheless
be an opportunity to plant some 250,000 trees which will further
help to reduce the scheme’s carbon footprint.
Integrated Transport and Modal Shift
There is a great opportunity for the new A120 to help improve
integrated passenger transport in the corridor by:
• Utilising the old road corridor for improved bus services
• Connecting communities:
-- The scheme offers the opportunity to help better
connect existing and new communities linking public
transport networks
-- It can provide a possible extension to the Rapid Transit
System being developed in North Essex as a result of
the Colchester-Tendring Borders Housing Infrastructure
Fund schemes
-- It will make it easier to access rail services
• The scheme will enhance sustainable transport (cycling
and walking) by:
-- Constructing a new cycleway alongside the A120 to link
Kelvedon and Braintree
-- Providing additional connections to cycleway facilities
created by the A12 widening scheme
-- Enabling links to Colchester and Chelmsford and the
wider National Cycleway network in Essex
-- Creating better connectively to Rail stations in the area.

Upgrading the A120 is decades overdue and
urgently needed.
A new dual carriageway will make the network
safer, support the smooth flow of traffic and
encourage economic growth.
Residents, road users and businesses will reap
the benefits of improvement.

